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HYDRAULIC SPEED REGULATORS - ENERFLUID -

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATIONS

SPEED

Tie rod construction with in-line or in-parallel compensation tank. 
The speed regulator is basically a closed hydraulic circuit without its own power source. 
It consists of a cylinder filled with oil, a rod with its piston, a control valve and a compensation tank. 
When the regulator rod couples with an external moving organ, the regulator piston moves to close the one-way valve in-
side., which forces the oil through the transfer pipe towards the control valve where it encounters a restriction that can be 
externally adjusted and determines the speed. 
The oil flows through the control valve into the other chamber, which is separated from the other one by the piston. 
During return movement the one-way valve opens and the oil flows through freely to enable a rapid return movement. 
The in-line and in-parallel tank compensates for rod  movements and minimum blow-by. 
The dip-stick in the tank can be utilised to determine the oil level. 
If necessary, these speed regulators can be fitted with control valves as follows : acceleration valves (SKIP), stop valves 
( STOP ), acceleration + stop valve combinations ( SKIP + STOP ). 
These valves are air-operated.  
Modified in this way, speed regulators can stop and / or accelerate the speed set by means of an externally adjustable 
hand-wheel. 
Two series are produced : SERIES 35 ( bore 35 mm. ) and SERIES 40 ( bore 40 mm. ) 
 

The speed can be regulated. 
For normal types :  
- Minimum speed 10 mm. / min. 
- Maximum speed 6.000 mm. / min. without control valves. 
With control valves : 
- Minimum speed 0 mm. / min. 
- Maximum speed 3.000 mm. / min. 
Temperature variations alter the viscosity of the oil and hence slightly affect the speed. 

the maximum adjustable force including any 
inertia developed by the  moving masses, is as 
follows                       
- without valves : Kgf. 400 
- with valves     : kgf. 300 

: the maximum adjustable force including any 
inertia developed by the moving masses, is as 
follows : 
- without valves : Kgf. 600 
- with valves     : kgf. 500 

The hydraulic  speed regulator is normally coupled with a pneumatic cylinder to get a constant speed  or  
opposed to a moving winch for a homogeneous control of the movement speed. 
 

KEY TO CODE 

100
SERIE = 35 o 40

RP

RP=SERBATOIO IN PARALLELO
RL=SERBATOIO IN LINEA

40 U VS

E=SPINTA (reg. rientro stelo)
U=TRAZIONE (reg. uscita stelo)
D= 2 SENSI (reg. uscita e rientro)

CORSA

NO=NORMALE
SP=SPECIALE

VA=VALVOLA SKIP
AS=VALVOLA SKIP+STOP
VS=VALVOLA STOP

SERIES = 35 or 40  

RP = IN-PARALLEL TANK 
RL = IN-LINE TANK 

E = thrust ( rod in-stroke  regulation)  
U = traction ( rod out-stroke  regulation) 
D =  2 way (in-stroke and out-stroke regualtion) 

NO = normal  
SP = special 
 
VA = SKIP valve 
AS = SKIP+STOP valve 
VS = STOP valve 

STROKE 
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TYPE 35 RPD…NO (DOUBLE SETTING)

DIMENSION ABOUT SERIES 35

ATTENTION: for version RPD please use quota L1 and not 
quota L

TYPE 35 RPU…NO        (rod out-stroke)

TYPE 35 RPE…NO       (rod in-stroke)

A3-2

TIPO 35 RPD…NO        (double setting)

TYPE 35 RPU…NO (ROD OUT STROKE)

TYPE 35 RPE…NO (ROD IN-STROKE)

Model Stroke A B U L L1

210

35…..100.NO 100 185 90 25 250 260

35…..050.NO 50

35…..150.NO 150 235 105

25 200135 90

40 300 310

35…..200.NO 200 285 105 40 350 360



TYPE 40 RPD…NO        (double setting)

type 40 RPU…NO (rod out-stroke)

type 40 RPE…NO (rod in-stroke)

A3-3
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type 40 RPD…NO (double setting)

DIMENSION ABOUT SERIES 40

TYPE 40 RPU…NO        (rod out-stroke)

TYPE 40 RPE…NO       (rod in-stroke)

Model Stroke A B U L
40…..050.NO 50 135 100 35 164
40…..100.NO 100 185 100 35 214
40…..150.NO 150 235 120 50 264
40…..200.NO 200 285 120 50 314
40…..250.NO 250 335 145 70 364
40…..300.NO 300 385 145 70 414
40…..350.NO 350 435 165 90 464
40…..400.NO 400 485 165 90 514
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